Logistics and Transport Industry

The Bukkehave team
is your partner for
vehicle fleet
solutions in
emerging markets
Who do we serve?
International companies
in the transport industry

What do we offer?
Purpose-built solutions

Serving transporters and designing logistics solutions in
the developing world
With over 85 years of experience in delivering trucks, vehicles and heavy
equipment to commercial enterprises and international organizations in
the world’s most remote areas, we know the importance of a reliable
transporter. After all, in the past five years we have established service
facilities in a variety of different continents and countries and delivered
more than 17,000 units of equipment into more than 120 countries. From
the Hides in Papa New Guinea to Kome in Chad, our experience has
sharpened our expertise, giving us an unparalleled ability to provide value
to international transporters operating in challenging terrains.

What are some of the challenges transporters face in the
developing world?
Infrastructure and logistics in places like Africa, Papua New Guinea and
Oceania is significantly different than in North America and Europe. Long
haul is truly long haul – Africa is larger in area than the United States,
China, Western Europe and India combined. And while many of the large
corridors are tarmac roads, the reality is that trucks spend the vast
majority of time driving on dirt roads with potholes, where rainy seasons
and steep climbs and descents make the operating conditions very harsh.
The distances are long, the conditions tough and sometimes a 1000-mile
round trip takes two weeks. Ensuring that the trucks are in excellent
operating condition, with the right spare parts available and properly
trained drivers are some of the challenges we usually face when designing
a transportation solution for transporters. We also know that other
important factors to take into account include the choice of tires, fuel
consumption and the whereabouts of the trucks.

Where do we operate?
Emerging markets

When is the best time?
Right now

Why do we do all this?
We posses the right mix of
knowledge, desire,
experience, capability and
resources

Monitoring and optimizing
fuel consumption
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What does Bukkehave offer transporters and freight
forwarders in the developing world?
Bukkehave offers purpose-built solutions for the vehicle fleet needs of
transporters in remote areas of the world. In collaboration with the client,
we simulate transportation patterns, analyze mileage and road conditions,
and forecast anticipated spare parts consumption. We establish service
facilities and consignment stock at the client’s sites or at strategic
locations, deliver service schedules for the trucks and provide training for
mechanics and drivers. We consider a variety of different options and take
national weight/road restrictions and loading capacity into consideration
before we decide on the right truck and trailer configuration.
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